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The prediction of the seismic response of structures requires accurate models for

describing the behavior of each structural element. In frame analysis, non-linearities

are typically modeled through either lumped or distributed plasticity elements. Another

important assumption is needed for the selection of the appropriate section model.

Phenomenological laws for the section behavior are computationally faster but less

accurate than fiber-section models. This study compares the predictions obtained

for reinforced concrete sections and simple single columns with a phenomenological

section law (combined with a lumped plasticity element) and with a fiber-section model

(combined with a distributed plasticity element). The phenomenological section model

is that proposed by Ibarra et al. (2005) with the predictive equations used by Haselton

et al. (2008). The fiber section distributed element is that by Spacone et al. (1996a,b).

Comparisons show some important differences in the section responses (particularly for

high levels of axial load) and in predicting the responses of experimentally tested columns.

Keywords: modeling, plastic hinge, phenomenological model, predictive equations, moment of yielding, fiber

1. INTRODUCTION

The non-linear behavior of frame elements is typically modeled through either distributed or
lumped plasticity elements (Deierlein et al., 2010). More importantly, it is the section model that
strongly influences the prediction capabilities of frame elements. Section models are typically
based on either "mechanical" or “phenomenological” laws. Mechanical models account for the
actual non-linear mechanisms that take place in a reinforced concrete section (bending, axial,
shear, etc.). The fiber-section model is the best known and most widely used section mechanical
model. It discretizes the beam or column cross sections into fibers (Spacone et al., 1996a,b). It
is combined with either a concentrated or a distributed plasticity frame element formulation.
In the phenomenological section model, the section non-linearities are described by non-linear
Moment-Curvature or Moment-Rotation laws. In this approach, the axial-moment interaction (P-
My-Mz) is difficult to capture, unless additional simplified assumptions are made. On the other
hand, P-My-Mz interaction is naturally accounted for in fiber section models. On the other hand,
the fiber-section model accuracy depends entirely on the definition of the (concrete, steel, etc.)
constitutive laws. In many cases, these laws do not account for cyclic degradations and buckling of
the rebars. When the phenomenological model is calibrated from experimental data, it can account
for these phenomena. This paper compares the numerical predictions of the responses obtained
with the two section approaches for reinforced concrete sections with different levels of axial load
and for the set of experimentally tested columns already analyzed by Haselton et al. (2008).
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2. FIBER SECTION AND
PHENOMENOLOGICAL SECTION MODELS

The fiber section model automatically accounts for the P-
My-Mz interaction. In order to account for the axial-
bending-shear interaction, more advanced 2D or 3D concrete
constitutive laws are necessary, and the resulting formulation and
implementation may become quite involved (Petrangeli et al.,
1999). Alternatively, interaction with shear can be introduced
through equilibrium following the approach proposed by Marini
and Spacone (2006) and made available in Opensees McKenna
et al. (2000) with the “SectionAggregator” command. The non-
linear behavior of the fiber section depends entirely on the non-
linear constitutive laws used for steel and concrete. In this study,
the concrete is modeled using the Kent and Park (1971) law
(Concrete01 in OpenSees) for both confined and unconfined
concrete, and steel is modeled with the Menegotto and Pinto
(1973) law using bilinear laws (Steel01 in OpenSees). Cyclic
degradation and bar buckling are some of the non-linear effects
that are not included in the above two laws.

The phenomenological section law used in this work is based
on the work by Ibarra et al. (2005) in Figure 1. Ibarra’s model
is implemented in OpenSees with the “ModIMKPeakOriented
Material” uniaxial material (Lignos and Krawinkler, 2012), and
it is defined through seven parameters, five for the monotonic
envelope and two for the degradationmechanism: elastic stiffness
(K), effective yield strength (My), ratio between ultimate and
yield strength (α = Mc/My), pre-capping rotation (θcap),
post-capping rotation (θpc), and cyclic deterioration parameters
(λ,c). The parameters are computed following the predictive
equations proposed by Haselton et al. (2008), obtained by
statistical regression on experimental results on 255 RCmembers
[Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center’s Structural
Performance Database (PEER 2005) - Berry et al. (2004)].

The following equations define the hinge behavior.

K = k0.4
3EcI0

LV
when : k0.4 = 0.17+1.61ν =

{

≥ 0.35

≤ 0.80

(1)

θcap = 0.13(1+ 0.55asl)(0.13)
ν(0.02+ 40ρsh)

0.65(0.57)0.01fc (2)

θpc = 0.76(0.31)ν(0.02+ 40ρsh)
1.02

≤ 0.10 (3)

α =
Mc

My
= 1.25(0.31)ν(0.91)0.01fc H⇒ Mc = αy ·My (4)

λ = 170.7(0.27)ν(0.10)s/d (5)

where Ec and fc are the concrete elastic modulus and compressive
strength, respectively; I0 is the section inertia; LV is the shear
span; asl is the bond-slip parameter that varies between 0 and
1; ν is the axial load ratio; and ρsh is the lateral confinement
ratio and s/d is the ratio between the stirrup spacing and the
column depth. The yield moment (My), according to Haselton

et al. (2008), is calculated using the predictive equation proposed
by Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001) or by means of the standard
stress block approach. Beams and columns are made of two
zero-length hinges located at the frame elements’ two ends and
connected by elastic frame elements. Since the elastic element and
the two hinges are in a series, the beam and column stiffnesses
are adjusted using the stiffness ratio n = ks/ke, where ks and
ke are the section stiffness and the elastic element stiffness,
respectively (Appendix B in Ibarra et al., 2005). In this paper, n
is assumed equal to 10. This adjustment is required in order to
avoid excessive flexibility in frame elements.

The yield moment My is computed following the following
equation proposed by Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001), which is
derived from fitting with available experimental results:

My

bd3
= φy

{

Ec
k2y

2

(

0.5(1+ δ′)
ky

3

)

+
Es

2

[

(1− ky)ρ + (ky − δ′)ρ′
+

ρv

6
(1− δ′)

]

(1− δ′)

}

(6)

where Es is the steel elastic modulus; ρ, ρ′, and ρv are the
reinforcement ratios of the tension, compression, and web
reinforcement, respectively; δ′ = d′/d is the ratio between the
cross section effective depth (d) and the distance of the center of
the compression reinforcement from the extreme compression
fibers (d′); φy is the yield curvature; and ky is the compression
area depth at yielding (normalized with respect to d). According
to Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001), section yielding can occur
either by steel yielding or by concrete yielding when the extreme
compression concrete fiber strain reaches εc ≈ 1.8fc/Ec. The
yield curvature, φy, is assumed as the lowest value between the
curvature corresponding to either steel or concrete yielding.

FIGURE 1 | Ibarra et al. (2005) model.
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FIGURE 2 | Axial Load-Yield Moment interaction diagram according to Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001).

FIGURE 3 | Comparison between Axial Load-Yield Moment interaction diagrams obtained following a fiber section model and Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001)

equations.

3. PREDICTION OF FLEXURAL YIELDING
AND STRENGTH OF REINFORCED
CONCRETE COLUMN SECTIONS

This section presents a comparison of the prediction of
the flexural response of reinforced concrete columns (more
specifically yielding and failure moments) as the compression

axial load varies from zero (pure flexure) to complete

compression failure. The predictions obtained with the fiber

section and with the phenomenological models presented in
section 2 have been compared. Two identical 300 × 300[mm]

square sections were analyzed, one with 4–12 mm diameter

bars (ρ = 0.5%) and the other with 8–12 mm diameter bars
(ρ = 1.0%). The two reinforcement ratios are commonly
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FIGURE 4 | Ultimate moment interaction obtained with Haselton et al. (2008) predictive equation and the fiber section.

FIGURE 5 | Reinforced concrete column ultimate moments obtained with Haselton et al. (2008) predictive equation and with a fiber section for different reinforcement

ratios.

TABLE 1 | Four experimental tests extracted from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Centers Structural Performance Database (Berry et al., 2004).

Test series b [mm] h [mm] ρ fc [MPa] fy [MPa] ν Test config.

Tanaka and Park (1990, No.5) 550 550 0.014 32.00 511 0.10 Cantilever

Tanaka and Park (1990, No.7) 550 550 0.014 32.00 511 0.30 Cantilever

Watson and Park (1989, No. 5) 400 400 0.016 41.00 474 0.50 Double-Ended

Watson and Park (1989, No. 7) 400 400 0.016 42.00 474 0.70 Double-Ended
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found in existing buildings designed according to old design
codes. The concrete strength was fc = 20[MPa], the elastic
modulus was Ec = 30[GPa], the steel yield stress was fy =

450[MPa], and the steel elastic modulus was Es = 206[GPa].
For the phenomenological law, the approach by Panagiotakos
and Fardis (2001) was used for computing the yield moment (see
previous section).

Figure 2 shows the yield moment estimated according to
Panagiotakos and Fardis, considering an axial load that varied
from 0 to the maximum axial load (Nmax = Acfc + As,totfy).The
blue and red dashed lines indicate the concrete and steel yield
moment and the black line indicates the lower of the two values.

Figure 3 shows the comparison between the yield moments
obtained following Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001) and those

FIGURE 6 | Experimental and numerical cyclic responses of two reinforced concrete columns with low axial loads tested by Tanaka and Park (1990).

FIGURE 7 | Experimental and numerical cyclic responses of two reinforced concrete columns with high axial loads tested by Watson and Park (1989).
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obtained with the fiber section model (following the same limit
criteria). It was observed that, for low axial load (ν = 0 ÷ 0.2),
there is a good match between the values predicted with the two
approaches. As the axial load increases, the differences increase:
at the ultimate axial load, the fiber section yielding moment was
correctly equal to 0[kNm], while the model by Panagiotakos and
Fardis (2001) has provided a much higher value. The increasing
lack of precision observed for the equation by Panagiotakos and
Fardis (2001) for increasing axial loads was probably due the
fact that the experimental results used for the calibration of their
predictive equations were based on columns with low axial loads
and higher reinforcement ratios (see later in this section).

Haselton et al. (2008) calculated the reinforced concrete
section ultimate moment (Mc) from the yield moment (My)
using the Equation (5) in section 2 or with a simplified where

Mc/My
∼= 1.13. Figures 4, 5 compares the results obtained with

the equations by Haselton et al. (2008) and with a fiber section.
As expected (since the ultimate moment computed according to
Haselton et al. (2008) is a function of the yield moment), in this
case, too, the ultimate moment (Mc) was predicted according to
Haselton et al. (2008), and the value obtained with a fiber section
provided similar results for low axial loads only. As the axial load
increases, the difference in Mc increases, and Equation (5) or
simplified provides unreasonable results.

The ultimate moment Mc prediction was further investigated
by considering the previously described sections (with four
and eight longitudinal bars) and varying the reinforcement
bars’ diameter from φ12 to φ20. The headings in the plots
of Figure 5 report the corresponding reinforcement rations.
Figure 5 indicates that as the longitudinal reinforcement ratio

FIGURE 8 | Experimental vs. numerical shear ratios (experimental/numerical) for phenomenological and fiber-section approaches.

FIGURE 9 | Experimental Shear vs. Numerical Shear for different test configuration.
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increased the differences between the values of Mc predicted by
Equation (5) and by the fiber section decrease. More specifically,
for the sections with 8φ20 bars, the difference in the results was
small because the experimental results used for the predictive
equation calibration were based on higher reinforcement ratios
(ρmean = 2.4%). However, this high longitudinal reinforcement
ratio (ρ1 ≈ 2.8%) may be found in new buildings designed
according to modern codes, but this is highly unlikely in older,
existing structures.

4. EXPERIMENTAL VS NUMERICAL
RESULTS

Four experimental tests on rectangular columns designed to
fail in flexure have been analyzed in this section. The tests
were extracted from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research
Center’s Structural Performance Database (Berry et al., 2004),
which was used in Haselton et al. (2008) to define the predictive
equations presented in section 2. The selected four columns
are reported in the following Table 1 together with their main
geometric and mechanical properties. The four columns have
different geometries, reinforcement details, material properties,
axial loads, and experimental setups. Two columns were tested
under low axial load, the other two with high axial load, in line
with the examples previously discussed. The tests were modeled
in the Scientific Toolkit for Opensees STKO (Petracca et al.,
2017a,b) and Opensees using the concentrated hinge approach
combined with the phenomenological model by Ibarra et al.
(2005) and the force-based distributed plasticity frame element
combined with a fiber section model. The concentrated hinge
properties were computed following the equations by Haselton
et al. (2008) and Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001). Figures 6, 7
superimpose the numerical predictions with the experimental
load-displacement curves.

Since the columns of Figure 6 were tested with low axial load,
the two numerical approaches predicted the experimental results
with good accuracy. For the high axial load cases, the fiber model
showed a reasonable response, while the concentrated hinge
properties by Ibarra et al. (2005) overestimated the specimens’
shear capacity. This confirms what was previously discussed
when Haselton et al. (2008) and Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001)
proposed capacity equations based on experimental tests with
low axial load ratios.

Figure 8 shows the ratios between the numerical and the
experimental maximum shear recorded during the cycles (i.e.,
R = Vmax,exp/Vmax) for all 223 tests of the Pacific Earthquake
Engineering Research Center’s Structural Performance Database.
The blue dots represent the ratios for the phenomenological
model calibrated with Ibarra et al. (2005), Haselton et al. (2008),
and Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001) predictive equations. The red
dots represent the ratios obtained with a fiber section model.

The results show that the fiber section approach provides
a better estimate of the mean values compared with those
obtained with the phenomenological hinge model. The mean
value of R was 1.06 with the fiber section and 1.28 with the
phenomenological hinge model. As the axial load increases, the
phenomenological model tends to overestimate the maximum

shear, while the fibermodel tends to underestimate themaximum
shear. The results of Figure 9 are un-clustered with respect to
the different loading configurations (double-ended, cantilever,
and double-cantilever). The numerical predictions become less
accurate for the configurations with fixed-end sections (one
in the cantilever configuration, two in the double-cantilever
configuration). Both models show this tendency, particularly for
high axial load ratios (ν = 0.7 ÷ 1.0) in double-cantilever
specimens. This is probably due of the confinement effects at the
fixed ends (where the column is connected to the footings) in
the experimental results, which are neglected in the numerical
examples. As for the axial response of the two section models,
in the phenomenological model, there is no bending-axial load
interaction, and, since the axial load is constant, there is no
variation in axial deformation. Conversely, in the fiber-section
model, the axial deformation (at the section center, selected as
reference point) and the neutral axis position changed during the
analyses in order to find equilibrium with the applied axial load.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzed and compared the results obtained for
reinforced concrete column sections and for simple columns
using a phenomenological section model (Panagiotakos and
Fardis, 2001; Ibarra et al., 2005; Haselton et al., 2008) and a fiber-
section model (Spacone et al., 1996a,b). The phenomenological
section model used the predictive equations proposed by
Haselton et al. (2008) for the ultimate moment capacity and
Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001) for the yield moment. The
analyses performed showed that the numerical yield moment
predicted by Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001) and the ultimate
moment capacity calculated with Haselton et al. (2008) were
higher than the experimental results and show that the error
decreases as the longitudinal reinforcement ratio increases.
Good agreement was observed with the fiber section model.
In addition, experimental pushover tests of RC columns with
low and high axial loads were analyzed. The results showed
that for higher axial loads the predictive model calibrated with
Ibarra et al. (2005), Haselton et al. (2008), and Panagiotakos
and Fardis (2001) did not provide satisfactory results in
terms of maximum shear, while the fiber model predicted
the experimental results with good accuracy. The results
indicated that the phenomenological law proposed by Ibarra
et al. (2005) in conjunction with the predictive equations by
Haselton et al. (2008) and Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001)
should be used only in case of elements subjected to low
axial loads.
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